
 

All aboard with the crew from Red Barn Primary School as  

Gavin Bater, Deputy Headteacher, Year 6 teacher and SENCo, and 

Gemma Loveless, Year 6 teacher and English Manager,  describe their 

epic voyage to ‘outstanding’. 

selective about our choices of CPD opportunities.  

Enter our first two heroes—Leah Crawford and 

Ken Wilby. We had found two shining beacons in 

the world of literacy who inspired, supported and 

guided us, resulting in wholescale changes to our 

underlying pedagogy.  

We recognised that, in order to maximise 

purposeful learning, the engagement of children  

had to be at the heart of everything we do. Ken and 

Leah’s involvement saw us introduce hugely 

successful teaching and learning strategies that we 

still utilise to this day: Philosophy 4 Children, The 

Reading Aloud Curriculum, Structured Discussion, 

to name but a few.  

Their input was instrumental in us developing a 

child-led curriculum of the truest sense, where 

classes take ownership of what they will learn by 

selecting their own topics.  

Teachers then craft those chosen topics into 

engaging and exciting teaching sequences, weaving 

the demands of the National Curriculum with the 

children’s preferred themes. 

Situated on the south coast of England, in 

Portchester, a few miles out of the historic naval 

city of Portsmouth, is Red Barn Primary School, 

serving an area which includes around 15% service 

families. In 2008, the good ship Red Barn was 

actually anything but good—an Ofsted inspection 

left us high and dry, graded as the lowest possible 

outcome, Inadequate. This was paired with low 

outcomes—such as just 45% of our children 

attaining a Level 4 or better in reading, writing and 

maths. Like many schools, we were in a situation 

where reading and maths were weighed down by 

the anchor that was our writing results.  

But rather than reach for the lifeboats and abandon 

ship, we pulled together to raise standards. 

Crucially, our headteacher at the time, Rena 

Randall, instilled the belief in us that anything was 

possible, a mantra that has been continued by her 

successor, Sam Way.  

Inundated with directions from many supporting 

colleagues, we could have simply turned circles 

with no progress. But we were encouraged to be 
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However, try as we might, for many years our data-set 

continued to have an all too predictable look about it each 

July: reading and maths steaming along nicely in front of a 

flailing writing.  

Over the years, we attempted to navigate the looming 

icebergs of grammatical demands such as parenthesis and 

subjunctive form, tried to halt sliding spelling scores and 

ultimately attempted to convert the number of ‘Close To’ 

writers to achieving the much sought-after ARE. Each year 

we re-aligned the compass of the School Improvement Plan to 

relentlessly focus on raising writing standards with the whole 

crew working tirelessly to deliver the goods … only for the 

seemingly inevitable to repeat itself. 

This was until a couple of years ago—which was when our 

Literacy Captain discovered the final member of our 

swashbuckling trio in Bob Cox, a Hampshire based award-

winning author who shared his passion for searching for 

excellence with us. We changed the tack of our English 

curriculum to place high-quality literature at the core. The 

result has been that our writing has developed to the point 

where it is now keeping pace with reading and maths. The 

confidence that this approach has given to all writers has seen 

an increase in children attaining ARE—those children who 

may previously have been stranded at ‘Close To’.  

Fast forward a decade from our lowest point and the 2018 

results saw 84% of our Year 6 children achieve at least the 

expected standard in reading, writing and maths. In all three 

areas, the children’s progress was Well above average, which 

equates to being in the top 10% of schools. As well as a 

steady improvement in results over the years, we have 

received two successive Outstanding grades from Ofsted—

the first of which was in 2012, a little over four years from 

the Inadequate grading.   

What was heartening for us was that Ofsted recognised that 

our approach truly placed children at the heart of the 

curriculum. And the element that makes us immensely proud 

is that the vast majority of our crew from 2008 are still on 

board now.  

Bob’s approach is based on using high-quality ‘Literary’ texts 

at the heart of the English Curriculum. With our Year 2 class 

tackling Harold Monro’s classic poem, Overheard on a 

Saltmarsh to our Year 5 class studying John Gillespie 

Magee’s High Flight poem and Emily Brontë’s Wuthering 

Heights being explored in year 6, we have an agreed vision 

for challenging texts to be the norm in our classrooms.  

As a result, we are witnessing confident, resilient learners at 

all attainment levels who are simply not afraid to access 

‘difficult’ texts. Instead, children are equipped with the skills 

and intrinsic motivation to approach literary classics through 

evaluative questioning. The outcome is that the children are, 

most importantly, enjoying the texts. This results in them 

being motivated to adapt the studied form and structure and 

apply it into their own writing.  

Our Year 5’s study of High Flight alongside Wilfred Owen’s 

The Unreturning and Alfred Lord Tennyson’s The Eagle 

helped children to create taster drafts, informing the planning 

stages for their own poetry based on ‘Freedom of Flight’. 

Children who struggled historically for ideas to write thrived 

as they were immersed in high-quality literature throughout 

the unit—reading it aloud, engaging in dialogic talk around 

each poem and evaluating, which has enabled taster drafts and 

confident generating of ideas at the planning and drafting 

stage.   

Bob’s Opening Doors books are now commonplace in our 

classrooms, providing invaluable support to the whole staff 

through insets and training, improving subject knowledge, 

giving us empowerment and confidence to ‘dig deep’, 

inventing new questions and presenting new learning in new 

ways to continually inspire and motivate our pupils and create 

a real buzz in our classrooms. 

We recognise that children need to be flooded with high-

quality linked texts to be able to begin their own successful 

writing journeys. We have learnt that one model is never 

enough to equip and inspire children’s creativity with their 

own writing.  

The school library has undergone a transition, too: the shelves 

now contain class sets of classic texts from the likes of Lewis 

Carroll, Anna Sewell and Robert Louis Stevenson. The 

Reading Aloud Curriculum training from Ken Wilby in the 

early days of transformation has played an invaluable part. At 

the end of each day, the children settle to enjoy and listen to 

our class teachers read texts that may previously have been 

deemed inaccessible to them. We had to earn our ‘reading 

wings’ on the course so we know that we are delivering a 

reading aloud curriculum that aims to excite and intrigue 

children whilst modelling cadence, intonation and fluency.   

Crucially, we feel our differentiation is implemented in a 

positive way—with all children accessing the same high-

quality text but with questions and prompts built in to offer 

support to lower attainers.  The scaffolding may be different 

but this not reflected in our expectations of these children.  

Through an engaging, high-quality literary approach and the 

input of three guiding lights in Leah, Ken and Bob, Red Barn 

Primary School is now equipped with the skills, knowledge 

and resources to place writing firmly on the mainsail of our 

curriculum as we sail into whatever waters lie ahead on our 

voyage.    

 

 

An extract from Saya, a Year 5 writer, inspired 

by High Flight by John Magee:  

Magical Wings 

Gazing at the magnificent mountains, 

My wings flap over the parade of trees. 

Staring at the shimmering, blue fountains, 

Standing like soldiers in the cold air breeze. 

The breath-taking mountains have no motion, 

The wispy mist fills the untold valleys. 

My life is apart like the clear ocean. 

Now it is time for my grand finale. 

Saya said, “I thought Magee’s poem was 

inspirational and created a peaceful mood. I love 

studying poetry and I am really proud of my 

writing.” 

“What was heartening for us was that Ofsted 

recognised that our approach truly placed 

children at the heart of the curriculum. And the 

element that makes us immensely proud is that 

the vast majority of our crew from 2008 are still 

on board now.” 
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An extract from Rachael, a Year 6 writer, inspired by 

Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë:  

The Troubled Escape 

“Don’t you see that Matron?” enquired Elsie gazing 

mysteriously at the mirror.  

“What, Elsie? Calm down!” I shouted over her questions.  

“She’s coming!” she howled.  

Elsie and I stood freezing as the clock struck midnight. The 

Foundling Hospital had troubled her since she had seized the 

chance to escape. I took her hand in mine and begged her to 

compose herself. Her heart-breaking questions were crushing 

me into pieces. She was I a terrible state of distress and I had 

no way to calm her.  

“Elsie, listen.” I commanded.  

“No one cares for me.” she whined, her eyes flooding with 

tears.  

I felt terrible. I softened. Tears started pouring down her rosy 

cheeks like a waterfall.  

She was still gazing terrified at the perfectly normal mirror. 

So I rose and covered it with her favourite shawl.  

“No, not that one!” she howled, even more distressed, “That 

horrible matron is going to steal it!” 

 “Ellen, come here!” cried Elsie, “I’m boiling hot.” 

“What now, Elsie?” I rushed into the room and saw Elsie 

opening all of the windows. It was midnight and a bitter cold, 

Sunday evening. I wondered why she was doing it. Then she 

shrieked, “It’s there, Ellen, it’s there!”  

She cried again and again. A succession of shudders 

convulsed her frame.  I could see the pain: the fear in her 

eyes.  

 

An extract from a Faith, Year 5 writer, inspired by The 

Phantom Coach by Amelia B Edwards:   

As I entered the broken building, a mix of chemicals tingled 

up my nose. Then, I heard faint taps of feet coming from the 

corner of the room. 

When I cautiously stepped closer in the war-like room, I 

almost tripped over a puzzling mechanism. I tried to keep my 

head up, but unfamiliar diagrams encircled me as their huge 

words made me curious. I walked up to some filled test tubes. 

They bubbled and fizzed with no sign of stopping. As the 

clumsy person I am, I knocked over the green one. The glass 

shattered easily and the liquid fizzed away. Suddenly, I felt a 

stare darting right through me and a high pitched voice 

echoed through the building. 

“You’ve only just come in and yet, you think its okay to break 

my potions?” she snapped. I looked hastily from shoulder to 

shoulder while my heart beat as loud as a drum. 

I finally caught sight of her in the corner of the room. She had 

silky black hair with a metallic, gold streak. On her face, 

were round glasses - all old and cracked. The lab coat she 

wore was vivid yellow and her trousers were black. Her skin 

was smooth and pale. 

“Come closer, won’t you?” she said while squirting half of 

the purple liquid out of a syringe. When I looked at the 

potions, the purple one had a skull on it. Fear gripped my 

heart. I was ready to run.  

Gavin Bater has been teaching since 

2003 with the last 12 years at Red Barn. 

He considers himself lucky to work 

alongside such talented, dedicated 

colleagues at the school. He is 

immensely proud of the achievements 

that the children have made. 

Gemma Loveless has worked at Red 

Barn for 15 years.  She considers it a 

privilege to have worked with the 

talented Hampshire professionals: Leah 

Crawford, Ken Wilby and Bob Cox. 

Every day presents a new challenge, but 

Gemma is indebted to the committed 

team around her. 
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